HOW TO WRITE A PLAY SCRIPT LESSON PLANS
Students will be able to recognize components of a play, including basic play structures and organization. Students will
be able to write their.

Students will be able to write their own plays and dramas. Tell the students that they will be learning how to
turn their stories into plays or dramas. Follow-up: Groups of students can practice and perform a student
written script for the class. Lead the students in constructing a sample play It will likely be silly since the
groups were not aware of what the other groups were working on when they gathered ideas. Some of the
territory covered includes: Writing skills - writing up the script Pronunciation - working on stress and
intonation when acting Focus on specific terminology depending on subject - including target vocabulary
taken from previous lessons Negotiation skills with other students - working together to choose a romantic
film, choosing appropriate language for lines Improving confidence - acting in front of others This activity is
especially useful after students have been studying a particular topic area over a period of time. Continue
Reading. Updated August 10, English learners need to use their English in productive settings to improve their
communicative skills. Explain the project to the class. Ex: vacations, field trips, etc. Finally, students can put
together their newly won knowledge by putting it all together creating a script on their own. Divide students
into small groups so that you have at least three groups. Thinking about the final project did you choose the
social justice issue you did? One of the most fun ways to do this is by working on collaborative projects.
Choose a romantic movie that you already know. This lesson plan focuses on helping students write a short
script, practice the dialogue and perform for fellow students. This assignment will be marked with a rubric that
can be found below. Create a class book with all of the plays. Independent working time 15 minutes Distribute
the Play Planner worksheet. Choose your characters. Our free theatre resources are for both schools and
theatre groups. Circulate around the room as students work. Introduction 5 minutes Give the students a
warm-up to the lesson by inviting students to share their own stories, using a central topic. Support: For
students who have difficulty getting ideas for their Play Planner consider pairing students and having students
work in partners to develop their ideas. Uses at least 1 example of monologue, repetition, unison or antiphonal
dialogue Tomorrow, we will discuss various potential social justice issues that you could explore in your
scripts. The water does not flow until the faucet is turned on. Differentiation Enrichment: Encourage students
to extend their play longer than the section on the worksheet. As you model this process, refer back to the
vocabulary words. Students will be able to develop fluency while reading plays and dramas. Make sure that
most if not all of the students are familiar with the film. Next stop: Hollywood! Is it solely for entertainment or
there more to it? Having students perform a short drama script that they've developed combines a number of
production skills through working in groups. Characters: Can be as many as you want, but they need to be
developed! Louis LAm Level 4.

